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A 28-year female presented with progressive decrease in vision 
and pannus formation in both eyes for the past 10 years. There 
was no history of any past surgery, drug reaction or injury. The 
disease progression was such that right eye was lost five years 
back. At presentation, right eye was phthisical. Vision in the 
left eye was hand movements close to face with total limbal 
stem cell deficiency, Inferolateral symblepharon, and a normal 
posterior segment on B Scan. Options of keratoprosthesis were 
discussed. We performed allogenic limbal stem cell transplan-
tation wherein limbal tissue was taken from the mother. On the 
patient’s eye, pannus was excised, amniotic membrane was 
transplanted sutureless all over the cornea and upto three mm 
beyond. Limbal biopsy was cut into small pieces and spread 
over the cornea in circular fashion. Lateral tarsorrhaphy was 
done at the end. After three years follow-up, the patient was 
on systemic immune suppression and maintained a vision of 
6/18. Treatments for many disorders that cause vision loss 
square measure troublesome or not nonetheless attainable.
Specialised cells within the eye serve specific functions to focus 
light-weight and switch what’s being seen into signals sent to 
the brain. the attention contains many forms of stem cells that 
perpetually replace specialised cell that become tired or bro-
ken. Holoclar is presently the sole clinically approved somatic 
cell treatment for the attention. This treatment restores vision 
to patients with broken corneas (the clear outmost a part of 
the attention) by transplant lab-grown limbal stem cells into 
areas of the eye lacking these cells. Holoclar® solely works if 
folks have some limbal stem cells left in their eyes for clinical 
labs to grow. New ways of creating limbal cells with pluripotent 
stem cells square measure being developed for folks with none 
limbal stem cells left. Researchers square measure finding out 
however transplants of retinal pigment animal tissue cells cre-
ated with pluripotent stem cells may stop vision loss in patients 
with diseases like age-related devolution. Researchers also are 
mistreatment stem cells to check many various aspects of the 
attention, from however the attention is created to what caus-
es eye diseases and the way to treat them.

Vision loss may be a major social issue, with quite twenty mil-
lion folks over the age of eighteen years affected within the USA 
alone. Loss of vision is feared quite premature death or upset, 
in line with a recent Society for market research cluster survey. 
The annual direct price of medical aid for the foremost current 
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disease, age-related devolution, was calculable at US$255 bil-
lion in 2010 with a further economic impact of US$88 billion 
thanks to lost productivity and therefore the burden of family 
and community take care of visual incapacity. With the flower-
ing of human vegetative cell analysis, regenerative treatments 
are currently being developed that may facilitate cut back this 
burden. Positive results from animal studies demonstrate that 
stem cell-based transplants will preserve and probably improve 
vision. This has diode to new clinical trials for many eye diseases 
that are yielding encouraging results. within the next few years, 
further trials and longer-term results are anticipated to any de-
velop ocular regenerative therapies, with the potential to revo-
lutionize our approach to ophthalmic illness and harm. Due to 
the burden of disease, and its relative accessibility, the atten-
tion may be a prime target for vegetative cell transplantation 
therapies, with smart surgical access and therefore the ability 
to visually monitor changes when transplantation being import-
ant benefits . General complications from intraocular agents ar 
rare, and therefore the risks of overgrowth and tumour forma-
tion related to intraocular vegetative cell transplantation are 
eased by the power of mistreatment optical maser ablation and 
in extreme cases, evisceration or surgical procedure. additional-
ly, advanced ways exist to assess the clinical significance of eye 
tissue transplant outcome. quantitative mental image of the tis-
sue layer with resolution up to a number of microns is routine 
mistreatment processed body structure imaging, optical maser 
scanning ophthalmoscopy and optical coherence pictorial rep-
resentation technologies. Moreover, visual operate are often 
assessed chop-chop, quantitatively and accurately by visual 
sense and field of regard measurements. The key sites present-
ly targeted for vegetative cell transplantation embody the tissue 
layer, the clear tissue covering the front of the attention that 
helps focus incoming light-weight, the neural tissue layer, that 
contains the photoreceptor cells that change over light-weight 
into neural electrical signals sent to the cortical area, and there-
fore the retinal pigment animal tissue (RPE), one layer of pig-
mented cells that plays a key role in maintaining the photore-
ceptor cells and therefore the blood– tissue layer barrier . The 
neural tissue layer and RPE ar CNS tissues, thus studies of their 
replacement with vegetative cell product function a model for 
vegetative cell approaches to less accessible areas of the CNS. 
during this article we have a tendency to survey recent advanc-
es in stem cell-based therapies for ocular illness.


